In Kind Direct and Enterprise scheme - offer details

This offer is available to In Kind Direct's network of charitable organisations and entitles those eligible to a 10% discount on Enterprise van bookings made in the UK, a 5% discount on Enterprise car bookings made in the UK and a 5% discount on Enterprise bookings throughout the rest of the world, in each case on the daily or weekly rate of a vehicle at the time of booking.

Availability
This offer is available at participating Enterprise locations globally on rentals beginning on or after 25th July 2019.

A one (1) day minimum rental period is required and there is a maximum rental period of twenty eight (28) consecutive twenty four (24) hour days. This offer cannot be used for rental periods exceeding twenty eight (28) days.

To take advantage of this offer, you must make your reservation at least twenty four (24) hours in advance of the start of the anticipated rental period.

This offer applies to all vehicle classes and is subject to vehicle availability at the time of booking. This offer may not be used in conjunction with any other promotion, offer, discounted rate, previous or existing reservations. Enterprise reserves the right to amend or discontinue this offer at any time, or reject the use of this offer with reasonable cause.

Eligibility requirements
All bookings are subject to driver eligibility. All drivers must be twenty five (25) years of age or older. Twenty five (25) to twenty nine (29) year olds may rent an A to F class vehicle, mini MPV or any van. For all other vehicle classes, drivers must be thirty (30) years of age or older. Age restrictions may vary by country. All drivers must meet all licence, age and payment card requirements in the renting country.

In Ireland, all drivers must have been eligible to hold a license in the country of rental for eight (8) years for A-F class vehicles, eleven (11) years for MPVs and vans, and thirteen (13) years for Small Premiums.

An additional driver must be an individual who (a) is either an immediate family member, employer, or fellow employee of the renter; and (b) has the renter’s prior permission to drive the rental vehicle.

Additional information
Rates vary by location and details of the daily or weekly rates may be found on the Enterprise website. The daily or weekly rates include unlimited mileage within the country of rental origin, damage waiver (including theft protection) charges, third party liability charges, road fund license charges (where applicable), value added tax or goods and services tax (where applicable), and transactional charges on credit and debit cards. The discount does not apply to any additional costs which are not included in the daily or weekly rate as listed above. The renter is responsible for any and all additional costs which may apply, including but not limited to optional excess waiver, roadside assistance protection, carbon offset, local taxes, petrol, the cost of the hire of child seats/roof racks/navigation guides, etc.

The renter may be required to pay a security deposit on collection/delivery of a vehicle.

Pick-up and drop-off service is subject to geographic restrictions.

A valid In Kind Direct account number (CH number) must be entered when booking.

For each vehicle rented, the renter shall be required to enter into a rental agreement with the renting entity, which incorporates the standard rental terms of the renting entity at the time of the rental and in the country where the vehicle is rented, and which will govern the applicable vehicle rental. These terms and conditions relating to this offer apply in addition to the terms of the rental agreement. By taking advantage of this offer, you agree to be bound by these terms and conditions in addition to the terms of the rental agreement.